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Abstract-This paper proposes a novel end-to-end congestion
control mechanism called TCP NewZag. NewZag is simple and
effective in dealing with random packet loss, so it can improve
TCP performance in the wireless network. TCP NewZag proposes
two new mechanisms: (1) a new end-to-end loss differentia
tion algorithm (LDA); (2) the adjustments of TCP NewReno
multiplicative decrease algorithm. These two mechanisms only
require the adjustment of TCP sender side, while the receiver side
protocol remains the same. Based on experimental measurements
of single link, it is shown that NewZag achieves significant
throughput improvement when the wireless random packet losses
occur. Compared with NewReno in 0.5% random packet loss rate,
20% throughput improvement can be demonstrated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless communication technologies have developed
rapidly and wireless Internet access has become common
extremely in recent years. In the wired network, TCP governs
most Internet traffic, and it is also straightforward to use it
for wireless access. TCP was initially designed as an end
to-end protocol for wired networks and suffers from extra
challenges in the heterogeneous network. Some solutions
have been proposed to improve the performance of TCP
in the heterogeneous network. According to [1], [2],these
approaches can be classified into three basic groups: link layer
proposals [3], [4], split-connection [5], [6], [7], [8] and end-to
end proposals [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. But,
restrictions of these proposals have also been discussed [17].
Thus, NewZag was designed to enhance the TCP performance
in wireless Internet access but keep the minimal variation of
Internet.

II. TCP NEWZAG MECHANISMS

The development of TCP NewZag refers to two proposed
TCP schemes: ZigZag Scheme [18] and TCP Veno [15].
NewZag mechanisms and implementations are described sep
arately in this sections.

A. The New Loss Differentiation Algorithm

The NewZag loss differentiation algorithm (LDA) refer
ences [18] and is designed to recognize types of packet losses.
The loss type is classified as random packet loss if:

(n = 1) && (RTTi < RTTmean - RTTdev)
OR [en =2) && (RTTi < RTTmean - RTTdev /2)]
OR [en = 3) && (RTTi < RTTmean )]
OR [en > 3) && (RTTi < RTTmean + RTTdev /2)]

Otherwise, the loss is treated as congestion packet loss. n
is the number of lost packets. The RTTi is the round trip
time of packet i. The RTTmean and RTTdev are calculated
using the exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) ,
as follows:

RTTmean == (1 - 0) * RTTmean + 0 * RTTi

RTTdev == (1 - 20) * RTTdev + 20 * IRTTi - RTTmeanl

With reference to [19], we define a as presenting the
type 2Y, where Y might be any integer between -8 and 
2. Emulation results show that when Y = -4 the experiments
got better results.

Detailing the LDA scheme, RTT has a high probability
around 84% greater than RTTmean - RTTdev if it is a normal
ized Gaussian distributed random variable [18]. The congestive
loss in the wired links could be classified by the threshold
RTT > RTTmean - RTTdev because most of the packet
losses in the wired link are caused by high queueing delay and
then follows the congestive queue drop. On the other hand,
if there is a packet loss and RTT < RTTmean - RTTdev ,
there is a high probability that this packet loss is happening in
the wireless links. Thus, the loss type is classified as random
packet loss in the wireless links.

The NewZag LDA described above references [18], but
has different improvements. The improvement is achieved
by using RTT in the NewZag LDA instead of ROTT. RTT
is a better solution here because of one main reason: the
time synchronization problem. ROTT is a time of packet
transmission delay between the sender and receiver. It is mea
sured by taking the difference of receiver's clock and sender's
timestamp. If there is a global time synchronization between
the receiver and sender, it is easy to estimate ROTT. But,
ROTT cannot be measured accurately because the clocks at
the terminal hosts are not synchronized with each other. Even
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C. Integration of the NewZag LDA and SACK

The NewZag LDA can further cooperate with TCP Selective
Acknowledgment (SACK) [25] to improve the evaluation of

Fig. 2. NewReno's window evolution.
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79s, 137s, 147s and 150s. At each loss event, NewReno
decreases and resets ssthresh to cwnd/2 and renews cwnd to
the applicable value. However, in the NewZag simulation ,
packet losses happen 11 times in the network at around 7s,
lOs, 23s, 75s, 79s, 124s, 136s, 141s, 148s, 169s and 176s.
In this case, five error events are categorized by NewZag as
congestive losses at lOs, 75s, 79s 141s and 148s, so the new
cwnd has been reduced half, which is similar to NewReno.
But, six error events are determined by NewZag as random
packet losses at 7s, 23s, 124s, 136s 169s and 176s, so the
new cwnd has been reduced to 4/5 of current size. Compared
to NewReno decreasing cwnd to 1/2, NewZag reduces cwnd
in 1/5. Thus, NewReno should take more time than NewZag
to increase cwnd to a high value. On the contrary, if the error
event comes from the wireless random error, NewZag still
remains cwnd on the high level and eventually increases the
average TCP throughput.

The TCP modified strategies of NewZag are derived
from [15], but have one main amendments. The TCP adjust
ments in NewZag are not the same as Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) specifications but follows the implementa
tions in the real Linux network stack. In [15], TCP adjustments
are proposed based on IETF specifications, such as RFC
2581 [23] and RFC 2988 [19]. However, some mechanisms
related to IETF specifications might be simplified for easier
implementation in the real network environment. For instance,
Linux TCP (kernel 2.4 and 2.6) did implement RFC 2581
(Reno), RFC 2582 [23] (NewReno), RFC 2988 and RFC
3168 [9] as the TCP congestion control mechanisms, but
details differ in specification. According to [24], Table I ex
plains the differences between IETF specifications and Linux
implementations on mechanisms related to TCP congestion
control. Since the NewZag adjustments are based on the real
Linux TCP instead of the RFC specifications, demonstration
results are closer to the realistic network.
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If (the error is due to random packet loss)
set ssthresh = cwnd*(4/5)

else if (the error is due to congestion loss)
set ssthresh = cwnd / 2

Fig. 1. NewZag's window evolution.
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For illustration, Figure 1 and Figure 2 show typical window
evolution of NewZag and NewReno. For the observation
purpose, the setting of TCP parameters inside the Linux have
been increase double. More detailed results will be provided in
the next section. In this example, the average of RTTs traced
by "ping" (100 packet samples) is 0.2ms in the wired links
and 4.25ms in the wireless links. Showing in the NewReno
simulation Figure 2, loss events happen 6 times in 14s, 36s,
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The main object of NewZag is to recover cwnd at high value
when all lost packets are eliminated. If the random packet loss
is detected, NewZag reset ssthresh to cwnd*4/5, so cwnd can
be reset to high value.

though several proposals are suggested [20], [21], the clock
synchronization problem is still not suitable for measuring
the ROTT [22]. Thus, using ROTT as the reference time
could affect the estimation of NewZag LDA and decrease the
judgement accuracy of error type. Therefore, RTT is used in
NewZag LDA to replace ROTT, so the time clock is always
referenced to the sender time. Problems described above are
naturally solved.

B. A Modified TCP NewReno

The TCP modified strategies of NewZag are derived
from [15]. TCP NewReno algorithm is modified when the
loss types are distinguished by the NewZag LDA. If the
loss is considered to be congestive, NewZag maintains its
congestion control mechanism as standard NewReno. If the
loss is classified as a random packet error, NewZag increases
the TCP cwnd in new strategies. NewZag only slightly
modifies NewReno's multiplicative decrease algorithm. Once
the packet loss is detected, the throughput can be dramatically
reducing. Therefore, since the reason of packet loss reasonable
in NewZag, a different method is used to set the new ssthresh.
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TABLE I
TCP CONGESTION CONTROL RELATED IETF SPECIFICATIONS

IMPLEMENTED IN LINUX. + =IMPLEMENTED, * =IMPLEMENTED, BUT
DETAILS DIFFER FROM SPECIFICATION.

Specification Status
RFC 1323 (Perf. Extensions) +
RFC 2018 (SACK) +
RFC 2581 (Congestion control) *
RFC 2582 (NewReno) *
RFC 2861 (Cwnd validation) +
RFC 2883 (D-SACK) +
RFC 2988 (RTO) *
RFC 3168 (ECN) *

packet loss number, because of three reasons. Firstly, the
definition of packet loss numbers (n) was not described
clearly in [18]. Secondly, the currently used TCP mechanisms
(NewReno) on the Linux Internet do not provide explicit
loss information to the TCP sender [24]. Thirdly, the LDA
must deal with some "fake" loss packets. For instance, packet
reordering is often a problem for the TCP sender because it
cannot distinguish whether the missing ACKs are caused by
a packet loss or by a delayed packet that will arrive later.
Thus, the NewZag LDA must speculate which packets are the
"real" loss in the network and accurately calculate the packet
loss number. If the feedback information on packet loss is not
detailed, the accuracy of the proposed LDA might decrease.
In Linux, TCP must determine which to cause the packet loss
from the four possibilities: 1). The sender receives a triple
ACK. 2). A timeout occurs. In this case, cwnd is set to 2 and
ssthresh is set to half of cwnd when the packet is lost. 3).
TX Queue is full. 4). SACK detects a hole. Thus, NewZag
cooperates with TCP SACK in these four situations to detect
the packet loss number in every error events. In contrary to
NewReno, SACK provides the TCP sender with more accurate
feedback on packet loss information during transmission [25].
This is because SACK implements an additional "SACK
option" in the "Options field" of the TCP header. It invokes the
most recently received packets and the most recently reported
information on SACK packets. Thus, NewZag could have extra
information to report the packet loss number in the cooperation
with SACK. In the Linux operating system, integration of the
NewZag and SACK is simple and can easily detect packet
loss situations. This is because the SACK option has been
implemented in many TCP protocol stacks, including Linux
kernel version 2.2 and later. NewZag adjusts only small parts
of NewReno and can cooperate with SACK without any extra
effort.

D. Nanosecond Implementation into Linux TCP

The system time tick rate of Linux 2.4 kernel uses a 100Hz
clock (10ms). It affects the evaluation accuracy since RTT,
RTTmean and RTTdev are used as important factors inside
the NewZag LDA. Because the clock graduation of Linux 2.4
kernel is too large, NewZag LDA might misjudge error types
when NewZag classifies the TCP packet loss events in some
specific situation. Thus, NewZag modifies time functions of

Linux 2.4 kernel and implements 1000Hz clock (Ims) for high
accuracy emulation results.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance evaluation of TCP NewZag is presented
in this section. It is demonstrated that NewZag achieves
significant throughput improvements over NewReno.

A. Experimental Network Setup

Figure 3 shows the experimental network topology. The
server 1 (SI) operates with Linux kernel 2.4 in which NewZag,
NewReno are set-up. The server 2 (S2) operates with Linux
kernel 2.6 in which TCP NewReno are integrated. The SACK
function at S1 and S2 are enabled. The wireless access point
(AP) is ASUS-WL500g-Deluxe. The mobile host is a laptop,
modelled Dell-D510. MH operates with Linux kernel 2.6
and TCP NewReno is used as default TCP receiver. MH
is connected to the router through AP. The queue size of
each network interface "txqueuelen" is set to 1000. The IEEE
802.11 b standard is implemented for the wireless links. The
router is implemented for the use of netem [26] in which
delay of wide area networks can be emulated. The DropTail
queueing police is used in the intermediate nodes. The wired
links RTT between servers and AP is set to 50ms. The wireless
link RTT between AP and MH is around 2.85ms. (averaged
50 times traced by "ping"). "ftp" connection is established
between the simulated host and the laptop. Thus, the TCP
behaviour can be observed through the ftp data transmission.

Packet

NewReno

Fig. 3. Experimental Network Topology.

B. Packet Loss from the Wireless Links

In this simulation model, we try to control packet loss only
happening in the wireless part and follows the setting packet
loss rate. It is a real challenge to control packet loss event in
the real network environment, especially in the specific links.
Since the topology is constructed on the live network, it is
still possible that small amounts of natural lost packet appear
during the simulation, so simulation results are averaged in 10
simulations.

Two steps are used to control packet loss appearing only
in the wireless links. The single-TCP connection is set-up
between MH (receiver) and server 1 (sender). Firstly, the
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queueing sizes of network nodes are adjusted to fit the current
topology bandwidth and the sender and receiver window sizes
keep the same setting of Linux kernel 2.4. During transmis
sion, cwnd is stable and finally hold at 69 until the end of
transmission, so no packet loss at both wired and wireless
links is confirmed. Secondly, different packet loss rates: 0%,
0.1 %, 0.5%, 1% and 1.5% are used at MH to simulate the
operation of NewZag and NewReno. Error model is used and
changed the TCP checksum of the packet at the MH if the
error generator determines that packet should be dropped at
the receiver.

Figure 4 shows throughput difference between NewZag
and NewReno under different packet loss rates, results are
averaged from 10 times simulations. NewReno performs very
similar results at Linux kernel 2.6 and kernel 2.4 of the
same experiments with different loss rate. The simulation of
NewReno at kernel 2.6 is for the contrast. This is because
NewZag only adjusts NewReno mechanisms at Linux kernel
2.4 at this monent, the similar result of NewReno simulation
at kernel 2.4 and 2.6 means that NewZag can also perform
similar output if NewZag is future implemented into kernel
2.6.

are only set at MH in this experiment. The second observation
is that there are totally 18 error events happening while
RTT < RTTmean , around 50%. However, only 8 error events
are classified as random packet losses, fitting the condition
RTTi < (RTTmean - RTTdev ). The rest of 10 (18-8) error
events are in the group of RTTi > (RTTmean - RTTdev ),
defining as congestive errors by NewZag. The same phenom
enons happen at error rates 0.5%, 1% and 1.5%. The use of
RTT and (RTTrnean) can provide current network conditions.
If RTT is larger than (RTTmean), it has high probability
that the packet loss comes from the congestive network (by
queueing drop). On the contrary, if RTT is smaller than
(RTTmean), it has high probability that the packet loss is
caused by the random packet loss. But, NewZag LDA only
considers the relationship of RTT and RTTmean if and only
if the packet loss number is equal to 3 (n=3) in the earlier
section. However, we found that n=3 rarely appears if there
is only the wireless random error, as presented in Table II.

TABLE II
THE OBSERVATION OF NEWZAG LDA IN DIFFERENT LOSS RATES AT MH.

THE RESULTS ARE AVERAGED FROM 10 SIMULATIONs.(n:NUMBERS OF

PACKETS LOSSES)

50MBytes Data Transfer, RTT=50ms

600

500

~

1 400

~
~

1 300

~
200

100

0
0 0.1 0.5

Packet Loss Rate(%} at Mobile Host

NewZag -+-
Reno_2.6 ---)(---
Reno_2.4 );(

1.5

Loss rate at MH 0.1% 0.5% 1% 1.5%
Total error events 33 180 342 487
n=] 33 175 321 439
n=2 0 4 20 46
n=3 0 1 1 2
NewZag determines error 8 31 69 88
coming from random error
NewZag success rate 24% 17% 20% 18%
RTT < RTTmean 18 80 140 200
(RTT < RTTmean )/ 55% 44% 41% 41%
Total error events

From two observations above, the NewZag LDA has been
slightly adjusted. The loss type is classified as random packet
loss if:

Fig. 4. Simulation of NewZag and NewReno in different packet loss rates on
the MH. Reno_2.4 and Reno_2.6 is the NewReno output results from Linux
kernel 2.4 and 2.6, separately.

Figure 4 shows that NewZag can perform better perfor
mance than NewReno when different loss rates are set at MH.
But, the performance improvement of average TCP throughput
can only achieve 4% to 7%, because the NewZag LDA cannot
accurately determinate the loss type when the loss packets
are detected. Table II provides some important data statistics.
From this table, two important facts can be found. The first ob
servation is about the success rate of NewZag LDA. When the
random loss rate is set as 0.1 % at MH, the TCP sender detects
33 loss events. In each loss event, NewZag detects only one
lost packet (n=1). Thus, if RTTi < (RTTmean - RTTdev),
the loss event should be classified as random packet loss, as
defined in NewZag LDA. But, NewZag LDA classifies 8 error
events as random packet loss. It means that NewZag can only
achieve around 24% success rate because the random loss rate

[en = 1,2,3) && (RTTi < RTTmean )]
OR [en > 3) && (RTTi < RTTmean + RTTdev/2)]

Figure 5 shows the difference between NewZag and
NewReno under different packet loss rates after adjusting
the methods. Other parameters are the same as the above
experiment setting. It is shown that throughput of NewZag
is consistently higher than that of NewReno for a range
of random loss probabilities. In particular, at loss rate of
1%, the throughput of NewZag (282.67KB/s) is 17% higher
than that of NewReno(234.08KB/s). The remarkable results
comes from NewZag's multiplicative decrease algorithm that
performs better window adjustment based on the loss differen
tiation algorithm. Under low loss environments (random loss
rate close to 0%), NewZag only performs around 2% higher
throughput than NewReno because NewZag operates almost
the same as NewReno during the transmission since random
packet loss is not a significant element. Thus, the modified
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Fig. 5. Simulation of adjusted NewZag LDA and NewReno in different
packet loss rates on the MH.

NewZag LDA can perform better performance to determine

between congestion loss and random packet loss. We will

further discuss modified NewZag with some TCP end-to-end

proposals in the future. Even though NewZag might not be

able to recognize the random packet loss from all error events,

it can still have the same performance as NewReno since

NewZag keeps most of NewReno's algorithm.

IV. CONCLUSION

Random packet loss in the wireless networks could lead

to performance degradation in an end-to-end TCP connection.

A novel TCP version, called TCP NewZag, is proposed to

determine random packet loss from the congestion loss. Nu

merous demonstrations have been conducted in experimental

networks. The experimental results show that TCP NewZag

can achieve significant improvement compared with TCP

NewReno.

Although the idea of TCP NewZag references several pre

vious proposals with some adjustments, it was not a straight

forward task to implement NewZag in the Linux network

environment due to the gap between theory and live network.

NewZag re-designs clock unit inside the kernel to increase the

estimate of three RTT relative variables. From numerous ex

perimental results, it is found that the cooperation of NewZag

and SACK can precise feedback the packet loss number to the

TCP sender. Even though the NewZag implement focus on the

Linux kernel 2.4, we believe that NewZag can still perform

well in Linux kernl 2.6 from experimental results.
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